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Tell us about a service / community engagement task or project you worked on where 

you had to set goals or work in groups to set goals 

 

Life has various ways of showing an individual why something happens for a 

certain reason. Giving back to diverse communities has been a passion of mine for as 

long as I can remember. My sophomore year at New Jersey City University, I was chosen 

to go on the Alternative Spring Break trip to Puerto Rico. Fifteen students and five staff 

members went to the trip, it was life-changing service trip. There was a specific day of 

service that I always reflect on and have huge pride of. It was trying to restore a 

homeless shelter that needed some love, by taking out a “forest” on the top floor, 

painting all the walls in white, and take glue off the floors. The group was split into two 

big groups, one group on the top floor and the rest would be painting.  

 The last two days for this community project was spent, removing dirt, trees, 

grass, wood, and painting every single wall. At the end of day two, everyone could see 

the actual floor where there was only debris prior. Our work created one issue that we 

didn’t see coming. We removed so much garbage that the bags blocked access to the 

sidewalk and a policeman said if we did not dispose of the nearly 50 bags within an 

hour, the organization in Rio Piedras would get fined. A passerby that works for the City 

Garbage Disposal, offered to aid us with his garbage truck because he lived within this 

community and was touched that we were volunteering in his neighborhood. Exhausted 

from intense heat and equally hard labor, we were inspired to work together, forming an 

assembly line and overcoming every obstacle to help one another. No matter how big or 

small the difference was, people recognized our desire to impact their community and 

genuinely appreciated it.  

It wasn’t only me, but the rest of the group felt so much love for the people in 

Puerto Rico. It opened our hearts to be appreciative of what we have in our lives. At the 

time, Puerto Rico was suffering so much, but the people were so resilient to the 

circumstances which they persevered with strength and faith through it all. This was my 

realization that I want to do this for the rest of my life. I want to actively support and 

help communities thrive locally, nationally, and internationally. No matter if it is a small 

or big impact, I want to show my commitment and integrity in societies. That they are 

not alone, everyone is fighting a fight. The act of giving without the expectation of 

something in return, it touches hearts and is an act of love for others.  

 


